
How to choose jets & sprays

Browse the range at popeproducts.com.au

Want a better way to water?  
Jets and sprays will get the job done.

To buy the best jets or sprays for your garden, consider the type, height and density of your plants.

Find the right spray for you

Use sprays, mini sprinklers and spinners to water different areas. These offer a variety of spray patterns and throw diameters, 

so it’s important to choose the one that’s right for your garden. If your plants need different amounts of water, choose a 

variable flow spray or in-line tap to adjust the flow.

Pair sprays and jets with risers, stakes and poly tube  
to finish your setup.

•  Rigid risers connect into 13mm poly pipe and elevate 
jets and sprays

•  Rigid stakes hold 4mm poly pipe to raise jets and 
sprays to the right height

Automate your irrigation  
with a tap timer

Pope Tip

Spray Jet Microjet® Veri-Flow
Spray Jet

Mini
Spinner Eze-Jet Vortex Jet 360°  

on Stake
Waterbird® VI

Sprinkler on Stake

Use this table 
as a guide to 
select the best 
jet or spray for 
your needs Designed to spray 

over foliage. Use 
with a 4mm rigid 
riser or riser stake 
for best results.

Emits thin streams 
of water for full 

coverage in 
densely planted 

garden beds, or for 
localised watering. 

Used to vary the 
flow from each 

head rather than 
all heads on the 
line, giving your 
watering system 

greater versatility.

Offers different 
spray patterns and 
diameters of throw, 
to apply water over 

different areas. 

A fully assembled 
micro spray on 
stake - ready to 

use with a 300mm 
stake and 450mm 

poly tube included.

Vortex Jets offer a 
360° spray already 
pre-installed on a 
stake, for larger 

radius coverage.

A fully assembled 
mini sprinkler on 

stake with flexible 
tube.

Feature Spray-type emitters can be connected directly into poly pipe or mounted  
on a rigid riser, making it easy to water above the ground.

Combined sprinkler heads and risers make it easy.  
Available in a range of heights and spray patterns, there’s  

a riser combination to suit your watering needs.

Spray pattern

Radius of throw 1.0m 1.5m 1.5 - 2m 1.5m 1.5m 1.8m 3.45m

Flow rate 60 - 110 lph 40 lph 0 - 115 lph 115 lph 40 lph 78 lph 55 lph

Droplet size medium medium medium medium medium large large

Pack size 10, 25, 50 10, 25, 50 5 5, 20 5 1 1

Get the job done


